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1: Profit of Sales Report Plugin for WooCommerce - Deviran
2) I have put/installed the PDF plugin jar "sonar-pdfreport-pluginjar" in the "\sonar\extensions\plugins" location Tell me,
how to make the output of running Sonar come as PDF or some other type of report which can be simple shared over
emails/offline without the SONAR GUI?

View Sonargraph on the plugin site for more information. Sonargraph allows to define an architecture for a
software system and automatically checks how the code base conforms to it. For Sonargraph 8 and newer use
Sonargraph Integration Plugin. Contents Introduction Sonargraph analyzes the static i. The free-of-charge
license for the integration with Jenkins and also SonarQube allows to detect cyclic dependencies and
additional metrics. You can mark the build as "unstable" or "failed" if cyclic dependencies are detected. The
real benefit of Sonargraph is that you can define a logical architecture and perform automatic checks how the
code conforms to it. This functionality is only available for free, if you are working on a non-commercial
Open-Source project or if your project is sufficiently small. More information is available on our homepage ,
you can check there if you are elligible for a free license. This Jenkins plugin allows to define if the build
should be marked as "unstable" or "failed" if architecture violations, cyclic dependencies, etc. Trends of
metrics are displayed in charts and additionally the generated detailed HTML report is available for each
build. Getting Started If you already have Sonargraph integrated in your build, use the post-build step called "
Sonargraph Report Analysis ". You need to have a license in order to analyse a project. To get started an
evaluation license or the free integration license is sufficient. Download and install the correct version for your
platform. If you are new to Sonargraph and your build is not based on Maven, you need to install Sonargraph
on your build server and generate the Sonargraph report during one of your build steps. This report can then be
evaluated in the post-build step called " Sonargraph Report Analysis ". This Jenkins plugin requires
Sonargraph version 7. Set the global options for Sonagraph as follows: Select either Sonargraph Architect or
Sonargraph Quality according to the product that you have purchased. Provide the version of the product that
you have purchased. Only versions equal or greater than 7. Provide an absolute path to a Sonargraph valid
license file in case you have one. License files are valid for up to days. Enter a valid Sonargraph activation
code in case you have one. This operation requires Internet access as license tickets are renewed
automatically. You can use the hello2morrow web site , section "Your licenses" for managing license files and
activation codes. The Maven installation configured in the Jenkins-job itself will be ignored. This might lead
to strange "failed to resolve plugin" error messages, if that Maven installation has not the hello2morrow
repository configured as shown above. This action analyses the generated report and allows to configure the
overall result of the build depending on the results of the analysis. If you have a project that relies on ANT
based builds this is the way to go to add Sonargraph functionality into your build job in Jenkins. Make sure
that you use the same values for the parameters "report directory" and "report name" that you have configured
in your existing Sonargraph Build integration. Report Processing Configuration The following parametern
must be supplied to configure this post-build action: This path must be relative to the workspace. If you are
using the Sonargraph ANT task for report generation, make sure that the directories match. If you are using
the Sonargraph ANT task for report generation, make sure that the names match. The following options will
be displayed: Build Configuration The following parameters must be supplied to configure this post-build
action: Enter the path to the Sonargraph system. Select if you want to use the workspace defined in
Sonargraph. If unselected, the source and target folders defined in your pom. Select this option, if you want to
publish Sonargraph metrics to SonarQube. Basic options For every Sonargraph metric supported by this
plugin, you have the following options: Will not change the build result in any way. If the value for this metric
is greater than zero, the build result will be set as "unstable". If the value for this metric is greater than zero,
the build result will be set as "failure". In multi-module projects the goal "package" is executed again skipping
the tests as in some cases sub-modules are reported as missing. Advanced options Chart configuration
Sonargraph post-build steps allow the configuration of metrics that will be displayed in the Sonargraph Job
Page See next section "Sonargraph Job Page". You have the following options: Append charts for additional
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metrics to default charts: The default set of metrics will be shown plus the supplied metrics. Only the supplied
metrics will be displayed and the the default ones will be discarded, however, the default metrics will be
available to be supplied. Changes will be visible only after the next build! Sonargraph Job Page For each job
that the Sonargraph Jenkins Plugin is configured, a page is available that shows short-term trends of metrics
for the last 25 builds and long-term trends of metrics for the complete job life-time. To achieve reasonable
performance for the creation of the charts, the number of sampling points for the long-term charts is limited to
If there are more sampling points available the data set is reduced by calculating averages for adjacent points.
The displayed long-term trend is a 24h moving average. To enable this feature follow these steps: Click "Add
new log recorder" button. Provide the name you wish for this log recorder. In the field logger, provide the
value with the exact value "com. Select the logging level for this logger. Click the save button. You will now
see an entry for the Sonargraph logger as shown in the image: When first created this logger is going to be
empty and you will be able to see messages as the post-build actions are executed and graphics are generated.
Take into account that the messages will appear sorted by date in a descending order, meaning that most recent
entries will be shown at the top. FAQ Will be elaborated in the future. Further questions should be sent to:
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2: Sonar - Monitor Project and Code Quality
Sonar PDF Report Plugin. Compatibility and download information.. Description / Features. Generate a project quality
report in PDF format with the most relevant information from SonarQube web interface.

JavaScript is an easy to learn and very performant script language. In the past we have used JavaScript mostly
for eye-candy and form validation. Recently we have been asked more often to implement complex user
interfaces with trees, sortable tables and things like that. So we decided to rely more on JavaScript to improve
the feedback of the website to user actions. The first question that came up was: How to develop test driven
with JavaScript? We decided to use Jasmine, a behaviour driven development framework which tests can be
run headless in a Maven build for example. The second question was: How to visualise code coverage and
code quality? The tool Sonar has been proven to be useful in our Java projects in the past. It can be
downloaded here and was luckily updated to version 1. Unfortunately this plugin only supports JsTestDriver
for code coverage and other test metrics. Some advantages of JsTestDriver: By default you have to name it
jsTestDriver. If you want to choose another filename or path remember to define these in the Maven plugin
later. In the config file you have to define following flags Be sure that there are no whitespaces in front of the
keywords: Note that it could be relevant to load your files in an correct order since a normal HTML page will
be created and some dependencies have to be considered. The load sequence will be alphabetically if the
wildcard is used. Just remember to add the path to the plugin jar flag as shown in the listing above.
Unfortunately, the jstd-maven-plugin is not available at the Maven Central Repository. Therefore we have to
add a new repository and pluginRepository to our pom. More command line flags can be found in the
documentation of jstd. Set the sourceDirectory in the pom. So just start the maven build: After that we have to
start the sonar build: If the same project should be analyzed as a Java project you may want to add a branch
with the property sonar. Otherwise the previous values will be overridden with this JavaScript analysis.
Problems An annoying problem is running the tests with real browsers like Firefox and Chrome. The maven
build automatically starts the browser and also closes it after the tests are finished. But Firefox is not correctly
closed by jstd somehowâ€¦ so the next test run fails because Firefox opens a dialog which must be closed
manually. The maven build is deadlocked and you have to abort and rerun itâ€¦ So maybe a running Firefox
process would be a workaround, I thought. Well, it kinda worked but the opened tab was not closed anymore
tested on Linux and Windows. Each new test run opened a new tab and after a handful testruns the tests failed
because of some strange error. Closing tabs manually solved this, however. Same problem occurred with
Chrome Version A quick google search links to this project: Another problem surely is the mandatory
specification of the sourceDirectory to be able to see the metrics in Sonar. Usually you will have a Java project
with some JavaScript code. Further information is appreciated, again: Todo automate the analysis within a
Jenkins build process â€” maybe jstd tests can be run headless?
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3: SonarQubeCommunity/sonar-pdf-report - www.enganchecubano.com
Name Email Dev Id Roles Organization; Antonio Manuel MuÃ±iz MartÃn: www.enganchecubano.com: amuniz: Project
lead, Developer: klicap - ingenieria del puzle.

It seems that this version 3. Compatibility and download information. Generate a project quality report in PDF
format with the most relevant information from SonarQube web interface. This plugin allows you to generate
a project quality report in PDF format with the most relevant information from SonarQube web interface. I
have successfully set up the email configuration in the SonarQube and test send mail has worked correctly. Hi,
Currently, I am using Sonarqube 6. I need to generate a PDF report for java projects in sonarqube and also
trigger an email notification to the How to generate report as pdf in SonarQube V6. Hot Network Questions
https: Currently, I am using Sonarqube 6. I need to generate PDF. I have tried using some plugins, but they are
not compatible with SonarQube 6. Is there any other way to generate PDF reports in https: I am using
SonarQube I am a newbie to the sonarqube, I would like to generate my project report as a pdf and Generate
timely image file of a c asp. Browse other questions tagged email pdf sonarqube5. It is also possible to
schedule that the PDF report is sent regularly to a I tried using Report plugin and Governor plugin, but it is not
compatible with First of all I was not really sure how I have a div with id OrderInfo inside that I have a
variable which generates a dynamic http: PDF generation seems to be a problem with the plugin sonar-pdfreport-plugin Please guide me in generating pdf report for my project. Here the sonar dashboard is
generated but Pdf report is not generated during Sonar analysis due to Embedded error: Sonar-runner is unable
to generate the issue-report folder. I am using sonar-runner Hi, I have -Dreport. It will help me to generate the
pdf report. How to get karma javascript junit xml reports into sonar. Is there a karma reporter which Unable to
run SonarQube 5. I have a custom plugin in SonarQube 4. Is it possible to report SonarQube rule exclusions
with Jenknis or Maven plugins? In any format you want including the highly recommended PDF format. The
beauty of this method of creating reports is that you can use LibreOffice to. Generate a downloadable PDF
from Sonar: Executive and Team workbook report types: Unfortunately in the dashboard configuration
configure widgets it shows "No data" in the PDF report widget. Integrating SonarQube and Reporting
Services, After configurations and build execution, we can create a report on Reporting Services to show a
SonarQube analysis. Sonar and Maven plugin for PDF If found, it will generate a report linking to the
associated CVE entries. Dependency-Check supports the identification of project dependencies in a number of
Generate a report of SonarQube issues. Note that this is the only version supported commercially by
SonarSource. SonarQube provides the capability to not only show health of an http: PDFPostJob so added
some sonar properties like.
4: Sonargraph Plugin - Jenkins - Jenkins Wiki
Sonar PDF Report Plugin is a Sonar plugin which generates a PDF document containing the most relevant information
provided by Sonar web interface. There is also an opensource version of this plugin Features.

5: synyx â€¢ Visualize JavaScript code quality and code coverage with Sonar
Download sonar-pdfreport-pluginjar. sonar-pdfreport/www.enganchecubano.com(9 k) The download jar file contains the
following class files or Java.

6: SonarQube Users (archive) - PDF Report
Join GitHub today. GitHub is home to over 28 million developers working together to host and review code, manage
projects, and build software together.
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7: Generate Pdf Report In Sonarqube
Hi all, I have recently migrated from sonar to Sonarqube PDF generation seems to be a problem with the plugin sonar-pdfreport-pluginjar. Please guide me in generating pdf report for my project.

8: Sonar PDF Report Plugin
The Issues Report plugin provides the ability to generate HTML report on issues. The main use case is for developers to
check the code they have added or changed before pushing it back to the SCM. Here's an example of HTML report (you
can download the full report here).

9: SonarQube Users (archive) - PDF Report - Not working with SonarQube
Category: Release, News & Updates Tags: About Sonar PDF Report Plugin, Features, Generate Sonar Report in PDF,
How to create PDF report on Sonar, New Release, New Version, PDF Report, PDF Report Plugin, PDF Report Sonar
Plugin , Plugin, Sonar, Sonar PDF Report Plugin , Sonar PDF Report Plugin Features, Sonar Plugin, SonarPDF Report
Plugin.
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